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Melvyn Bragg : Hello,and happy new year to a new time.Last year the weather gave our planet a terrible beating,at least 16,000 people lost their lives,as a result of storms. Fifteen million were left homeless,and about 10,000 died when the world's worst cyclone swept across Eastern India,hurricane Floyd hit the US, typhoon Baht hit Japan,typhoon York hit Hong Kong an Macao,even Western Europe was hurricaned a few weeks ago.The climate it can be made to seem,is on the rampage,so are the effects of global warming that we've heard about already upon us? And if so how can we really hope to stop them? With me to discuss what could be called "The new climate of fear" at the beginning of a new century is Sir John Houghton,co-chair of the UN Global Warming science committee [Another set of scientists trying to diminish potential problems -LB] the International Governmental Panel on Climate Change,and the environmentalist George Monbieux,Guardian journalist and visiting Professor at the Department of Philosophy at Bristol University.
 George Monbieux,can you give us an overview of what you see happening with the climate in this next 100 years or so?

George Monbieux : This could be the most serious problem which civilisation,which life on Earth faces over the next century.We're seeing two potential sets of effects.The first would be progressive and largely predictable change,with for instance the drier parts of the world becoming drier still,some of the wetter parts of the world becoming wetter still,with potentially devastating consequences for the agriculture of those regions,and for the settled parts of those regions,where you could see many more of the sorts of events that you've just been talking about.
 The second level of effects is the unpredictable,the big bang effects,which could come about through what's called "non-linear change" [This is the mathematics of Fractals and the Butterfly Effect notably connected with Edward Lorenz who created the the lobed chaotic attractor for the weather system (see "The New Scientist's Guide to Chaos" Ch6  T.Palmer "A Weather Eye on Unpredictability";I.Stewart "Does God Play Dice?" ch9/10/11; "Nature's Numbers" p117;J.Gleick "Chaos" ch1/p28/plate1;J.A.Paulos "Beyond Numeracy" p34;Video AB1 Equinox : Chaos;K4 Horizon: Icon Earth],and these could be potentially,as far reaching as a disruption of the gulf stream which keeps Western Europe warm,and we could end up paradoxically,with a significantly colder climate in Western Europe if some of the effects which have been predicted,do cut in,than we've got at the moment.

Melvyn Bragg :  Now this is very much a received view,and you've been one of the people that have made it received by banging on,very effectively in the Guardian and in other places,I'm going to challenge this in a minute or two,but I just want to emphasise to the listeners,how apocalyptic [Ref: Frayling.wri] your views are,by quoting from you a few months ago you said,"Perhaps the gravest calamity our species has ever encountered impact dwarfs that of any war,any plague,any famine,we've confronted so far,it makes genocide and ethnic cleansing look like side-shows at the circus of human suffering",I mean we're in the book of Revelations here,aren't we George?

George Monbieux : Well the Red Cross,for example,has now pointed out that,more people are being displaced by climate change than by the entire combined impact of conflict.

Melvyn Bragg :  Environmental refugees,is that?

George Monbieux :  Yes that's right.We're talking about tens of millions of people now,being displaced,this figure is likely to rise by the middle of the century,to some hundreds of millions of people,in terms of sheer human numbers,yes it dwarfs all of those factors.

Melvyn Bragg : Well,I'm going to come back to ask you how you can be so sure,when we can't be all that sure as to whether it's going to rain in Cumberland next week,but nevermind about that,for the moment that's a little bit trivial,but I think we should introduce a little bit of that at the moment.Sir John Houghton,do you go along with this?

John Houghton : Well I go along with it to a great extent,yes,because the science is very firm.We know that we're burning fossil fuels,at an accelerated rate,we're putting Carbon Dioxide into the atmosphere,the Carbon Dioxide content of the atmosphere is now 30% greater than it was before the Industrial Revolution.It's higher than it's been for millions of years on our planet.It's likely to rise to double the pre-industrial concentration and even beyond that during the next century,and that means that the rate of climate change that we're talking about is again much faster [Ref: J.Gleick "Faster"] than the Earth has experienced for perhaps at least 10,000 years and maybe longer,and it's this rate of change that will make it very hard for us to adapt [All the more reason to have technology on stand by -LB] to it,which is a big problem,you know,trees like a certain sort of climate,and if they...if during the lifetime of the tree,the climate changes a lot then the tree will die back .
[Certain species of plants depend on rapid changes such as being burnt alive to propagate,I think Nature will always find an answer to a wide range of conditions for life,though they might not suit the current life,or some existent ones may be better suited than others to changed conditions,after all that's presumably why the dinosaurs died and mammals inherited the Earth -LB]
Humans find it hard to adjust,and of course if the sea level rises,by even a small amount,perhaps half a metre, then large populations will be displaced,and there will be substantial numbers of refugees,and I go along with the sort of numbers of perhaps an estimate of 150 million by the middle of next century,that's half the population of the US.

Melvyn Bragg :  In the middle of this century,you mean?

John Houghton :  By the middle of  this century,indeed,this century,yes,I was realising we're in a new century now,and those numbers are are quite believable,in terms of what we know about the science.
[The nature of this "belief" is not as in religion.What he means is "There is a lot of evidence that points in this direction,but ultimately there is still doubt".Science isn't a belief system,there are reasons why this figure might be hazarded,and of course other reasons why it might be in error -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Right now,you two have spent....devoted your lives to this subject and I haven't,but nevertheless,I've looked at...tried to find some evidence which contradicts this block view,which seems you've got your evidence,but there's other points of view [As there always are -LB],and ....'cause I'm worried about the evidence that you can know so much about what's going to happen in 100 years time,and I'm worried about the lack of robustness,in saying...well,you know,things have come and gone over the last few hundred years, thousand years,your statistics only go back a hundred years or so,so what are you measuring it against? [Ref: Maths1:Stats.htm] So that as a historian worries me.I came across this article by Dennis Avery,who's no mean chap,and he says it sounds a lot like what you're talking about,but between 900AD and 1300AD just a few years ago,the Earth warmed by 4 - 7 degrees Fahrenheit,very close to your predictions of this 21st century,and things got better,it was one of the most favourable periods in human history,population expanded,food production expanded,there was a surplus or workers and energy,so the cathedrals and castles were built,colossal buildings were required,population actually boomed,technology flourished,real earnings in China reached their highest point,the Indian sub-continent prospered,the deserts retreated and so on,and so forth.So in those years,he says,and he says a lot more as well,that he has evidence that with warming over those years,things got massively better for masses of people,so in a sense....why....why? Is he completely wrong?

John Houghton :   Well he's overstating the position as regarding the middle ages,because the amount of warming was certainly not 5 - 7 degrees,it was less than that.We're talking about a global average at the moment of two or three degrees Celsius,which is perhaps 5 -6 degrees Fahrenheit......

Melvyn Bragg : But there's dispute over the next 100 years how much it is,because Matt Ridley again who's no slouch,says that "the IPCC cut it's estimate of Global Warming by a huge 33%,recently.Three years ago it predicted a 3 degree rise for 2100,plus or minus 1.5 degrees [An error margin of 50% which is not very accurate -LB].Now it says 2 degrees,plus or minus 1" [The same error margin -LB].I'm trying to get at this sort of evidence.

John Houghton :  Yeah,but Matt Ridley...just...erm...he.....depends on the assumptions you make,regarding the amount of emissions,and all sorts of things,and this change by less than 30% as far as our predictions are concerned,the predictions are essentially the same,in terms of the scientific basis on which they're based,in terms of our scientific understanding,those predictions have not significantly changed for about 15 years now,so they are.....

Melvyn Bragg : But can I ask you to......? Sorry.

John Houghton :  ....quite strongly based in fact.

Melvyn Bragg :  So you are sure of two things.First of all that you can predict over the next years,the degrees of  Global Warming to 1 or 2 degrees,and (A)...and (B) that these will necessarily have devastating effects, rather than,as in the middle ages,beneficial effects,your convinced of those two things?

John Houghton :  Well,let's.....

Melvyn Bragg :  Then we can move on.If you're both convinced,who am I to question?

John Houghton :  Well,let's say what we're sure about.I mean some parts of the world will in fact,of course,under a warmer world be better off.If you live in North Siberia,if you are a farmer in a marginal tundra region,then you will have a longer growing period,you will be able to grow different crops and so on.Northern Europe will become,probably agriculture in Northern Europe may well benefit from Global Warming,for instance,and certain parts of Canada.The Far East will tend to die back for the first 100 years or so,because the climate is changing,but then....

Melvyn Bragg :   But the climate changes massively in tropical forests anyway.

John Houghton :  ......then they would possibly improve,but that's a question of adaptation,which can be achieved,over a long enough period.So some parts of the world will be better off,but some parts of the world will be hit very badly [Isn't this like the joke about statistics of having one's head in the oven and feet in a freezer and on average being the right temperature? If some parts are better off and some parts worse,on balance no change has occurred.Benefited areas will be able to cope with displaced peoples -LB],and it's the parts which will be hit very badly,which we're mostly concerned about,and that is parts that will be flooded,because of the sea level rise,Bangladesh will be very badly hit for instance,Southern China will be very badly hit......

Melvyn Bragg :   But this is no new thing.Parts of the world have been susceptible to floods for centuries and what....people have built dykes against them,and we have now more warnings,so is this such terrible thing?
[Technology aiding survival again -LB]

John Houghton :  No but you can't build dykes around Bangladesh,it's impossible [Nothing is impossible -LB], it's completely impossible....

Melvyn Bragg :  Are you certain of that?

John Houghton : ....I mean a lot of Bangladesh will be flooded.We're talking about a sea level rise which is very much more than we've had for thousands of years.

George Monbieux : I mean....

Melvyn Bragg :  And you're certain of that?

John Houghton : We're as certain as we can be about that,yes. I mean 1 in 1,that sort of number,I mean it's a good certainty.

Melvyn Bragg :   Right,George Monbieux,you've been aching to comment!

George Monbieux :  One of the key ironies here is that the parts of the world that are most likely to be hit,are the parts of the world that are already most vulnerable to particularly famine.They are sub-Saharan Africa and the Indian sub-continent.Sub-Saharan Africa because it's likely to get warmer and drier,in the areas which are already warm and dry,which will make life very difficult for the farmers there,which will have a massive impact on food production,and the Indian sub-continent,partly because of monsoonal flooding coming from the sea,but also because many of the centres of civilisation and the centres of agricultural production are the valleys of the great rivers,the Ganges,the Brahmaputra and the Indus,which are fed from the Himalayas,and fed on the whole from the melting of snow and glaciers.Now....in those mountains at the moment,the glaciers are retreating very rapidly,and what we're likely to see is that for the first half of this century,they'll be an increase in flooding in those areas,with potentially devastating consequences for the people living in them.In the second half,we'll see a decrease in the amount of water flowing through those rivers,again,with potentially devastating consequences,for agricultural production,and this is the central irony,these two areas are not only the most vulnerable to climate change,they're also the places in which per head of population,people produce least Carbon Dioxide.In other words we in the developed world are creating this problem,they in the developing world are picking up the bill.

[In a pure organism based view if the developed world causes problems for another organism that's just Nature and it's hard cheese if they suffer through the actions of another biomass,we survive they don't.They didn't adapt fast enough and were deselected.Our technology may be contributing,but it is also predicting the possible problem to take action.Without us it might be said their wouldn't be a problem,but equally without us they wouldn't have seen it coming (presuming it is).If we have a responsibility as compassionate humans in a global society [There is no onus -LB Ref: Animals1:Hardin1.htm] to be altruistic rather than ruthless,then this comes as an unnatural response,unless man is naturally highly moral.The callous idea of "Why should we care if 3rd world people die?" especially if we're part of the reason,makes more sense if you consider man's attitudes to animals suffering.The same compassionate helpers of 3rd world misery probably also perform actions that create suffering for animals,but who cares about that? Someone once said that our attitudes towards animals is indicative of how we feel about other people,so if 3rd world people need a charitable outlook,then so to do animals.It is hypocritical to treat animals without care,whilst claiming that 3rd world populations should be considered.The non-human prejudice against animals is as bad as that for other races or populations -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   Mmmm,but you...well er...I'm still worried about the evidence for this,the evidence that you....what evidence can you tell us Professor Houghton,that in the next century....'cause all this is to do with man-made pollution isn't it? That the worry is that this is the Greenhouse Effect,it's all to do with us emitting too much CO2,and that sort of thing,can you give us your evidence,for the...why the accumulation of this is going to have such a devastating effect? Because people use extra CO2 as fertiliser don't they? To bring crops on?

John Houghton : Yes,indeed,if you want to grow big tomatoes....

Melvyn Bragg :  So I'm a bit baffled by this..yes....

John Houghton :  ...you put a bottle of CO2 in your greenhouse and it will give you bigger tomatoes,and there is a CO2 fertilisation effect which will to some extent,a small extent,produce greater crops and all this is in the...IPCC,you know the Inter governmental Panel on Climate Change,we're a big body,we try to use all the scientists in the world who know anything about it,whether they believe in devastation

Melvyn Bragg :  Sure.

John Houghton :  .....whether they believe in devastation or not.This is.....so we're talking of thousands of scientists world wide,who've been working on the science of the problem,on the impacts of the problem,and indeed on the economics of the problem,and all the evidence we have points very strongly to the fact that the damage which will occur will be very much greater than the benefits,and I mean the world won't come to an end [Ref: Frayling,wri].It isn't....

Melvyn Bragg :  Well can you give us some fix on what the emissions of CO2 are going to do to the atmosphere over the next 50-100 years that are going to make these..... bring about these devastating apocalyptic effects that George has been outlining?

John Houghton :  Well the two biggest,negative impacts are the rise of sea level by about half a metre,or maybe a metre,but it's the sort of range.....

Melvyn Bragg :  But this will be caused by what?

John Houghton :    ....this is caused by...

Melvyn Bragg :  By us? By pollution?

John Houghton :   ....this is...no.....this is caused by the fact that the Earth is getting warmer,only by 1 or 2 degrees,but the ocean then....the ocean water expands because it's heated,it's the normal thermal expansion which makes the....it wants a bigger volume,so the sea level rises,and that sea level will continue to rise actually,as the ocean gradually warms over perhaps a 1000 years,all the way to the bottom,so it's....and it's going to rise by the order of...and our conservative estimate is half a metre a century.Now half a metre is going to create some problems for the UK,but we can buy our way out of those,you'll have to raise the Thames barrier and do things on the East coast,and so on,but in places like Bangladesh,Southern China,Nile Delta of Egypt,all the islands of the Indian Ocean and the Pacific Ocean,many of them will disappear.You're talking of millions,hundreds of millions who will be very severely affected by it,some that's one effect.
[A completely "natural" and normal effect of global temperature change that has influenced evolution in the past.Nature killing things,without our help -LB]
 The other big effect,the other major negative impact is on the water supplies.Now,if you have a warmer world,you have more energy in the atmosphere.You have a bigger...you know,more energetic overturning of the atmosphere as it goes on,you have water..air that goes higher,gets drier,so you get more floods and you get more droughts,more intense floods,more frequent floods,more intense droughts,more frequent droughts.Now floods and droughts are the biggest disasters that the world knows by far [And both of them are natural and not man-made -LB],in terms of economic damage,in terms of deaths,in terms of misery.Now if you increase the frequency and the intensity of floods and droughts,and that is very bad news,particularly for many developing countries.Again in a place like the UK,we can buy our way out of it,we can move water from one place to another,we can find things to do [Because we have the technology to face adverse conditions,whether we made them or not,aiding our survival,which is our prime directive -LB].North America the same,Europe the same,but if you go to countries in the sub tropics,which will be very badly hit by this,where large numbers of people live then you're going to get very large numbers of people who want to go and live somewhere else.
[It's a pity there isn't so much concern for wild Pandas or Bears or a myriad other species displaced by environmental change,what's so special about human beings that it will be a catastrophe if we lose large numbers of them.There's "too many" apparently already.Isn't a cull a good thing? -LB]
 And that's not possible,in our modern world.

Melvyn Bragg :   George Monbieux,are you absolutely convinced...? Well obviously you are,but can you give us your reasoning why all this is going to happen because of man-made pollution? It seems to me we've got a large planet,a lot of it is oceans [75% -LB],that doesn't...pollution come off that,a lot of it has not got factories on,and pollution doesn't come off that,you could say in this particular part of the world in which we live,Western Europe there was far more pollution in the 18th and 19th century than there is today,stuff piling into the sky,you just have to look across London now,you couldn't look across London 100 years ago,but you can look across London now,and so it goes on and on and on.Are you convinced....and given the way that the Earth changes anyway and there's things coming in from out...dum,dum,dum dum,are you convinced that it's this man-made pollution which you seem to be....this is the single cause...this is going to cause all this tremendous damage you're talking about?

George Monbieux : Well there've been some increasingly sophisticated computer models produced charting both the production of Carbon Dioxide and the production of sulphate aerosols,which are another environmental pollutant but which have a corrective effect,they actually reduce the amount of Global Warming,because they create a sort of screen effectively in the atmosphere and when you plot those...the increases in concentration of those gases against world temperature over the course of this century,you see that the two lines are very closely correlated indeed,the statistical probability that those would be correlated without their being a link between environmental pollution caused by humans and world temperatures is very very low indeed,we're talking less than 2%.

[Tim Palmer currently uses a Cray parallel computer model to do weather reports.Chaos makes it so he can't predict for longer than a week.Any computer model that purports to know what will happen in 100 or 1000 years should be highly suspect.As Melvyn said records only go back 100 years,so there isn't that much data to base a model on.Snow and weather models have shown themselves to be quite capable of having to be updated as new data comes in ( See Science4: Avlanche.htm).The non-linear effects to which George alluded,make prediction of any kind extremely difficult,and the idea that accuracy of 1 or 2 degrees is achieved seems highly suspect over 100 years.One might also ask how the likelihood of 2% is calculated,this just means that on the whole the model has said the same as actual temperatures with a given variation,and indicates the confidence in the model,however it's still possible however unlikely that the correlation is a coincidence -LB]

So the chances are very high indeed,that the temperature changes we are already observing,and the temperature changes we are likely to observe over the next 100 years are directly and immediately related to human caused environmental pollution.
[You could say that two roads that run at the same angle for 100m statistically must be linked,but when checked over 100km show wild variation that shows no link.A small amount of previous data will make it look like the two things are closely linked since for small amounts of times there may well be a high correlation.Politicians use this kind of limited comparison to influence people,by saying "we  have a 100% improvement over last months figures" neglecting to mention that compared with last year,there is 100% detriment -LB]

John Houghton :  The new thing to say actually,the important thing to say is that Carbon Dioxide from burning fossil fuels,Carbon Dioxide has a long lifetime in the atmosphere,of the order of 100 years,so the Carbon Dioxide that I burn in my house,because I'm burning gas or in my motor car or whatever it maybe,that Carbon Dioxide goes into the atmosphere it spreads around the whole atmosphere and pollutes the world [How does it pollute if plants require it and thrive on it? -LB].It's global pollution.Now global pollution is a rather new thing.The only other example we know of that is the ozone layer being destroyed by Chlorine compounds,again which humans put up.

[Perhaps if we knew the ppm of the lacking of ozone molecules we might get it into perspective.Science has also increased its capacity for ever smaller degrees of measurement.If the lacking in thickness amounted to a few molecules then perhaps it isn't a threat.We scare ourselves with our increased capacity to notice ever smaller perturbations and see them as insidious changes.As Mel said prior to now tons of effluents and pollutants were ejected and no one complained about ozone depletion or minor increases in the instances of skin cancer.Epidemiologists have more data gathering capacity and information capacity,it is likely that they are more capable of finding and noting occurrences,without accurate previous data,you can't really say what has happened.We do know for a fact that data gathering potential was much less in the past -LB]

We didn't have global pollution 100 years ago.

George Monbieux : And this is very hard for us to get our heads round.I mean we have to begin to recognise that we turn on our kettle in Birmingham we're helping to flood Bangladesh 
[Oh codswallop.There is a line of cause and effect,but this seems to me paranoid about the smallest changes that we make,it's as if George as ODed on the Butterfly Effect.In an atmosphere of hundreds or thousands of cubic kilometres of gas and oceans of similar sized cubic kilometres of water,can industrial processes really exhibit more effect than the combined CO2 emissions of every breathing creature that has lived,or is currently alive? Technology has become ever more efficient,laws have been put in place and curbs made on car emissions and CFC's rescinded from freezers.I really think Chris Frayling is right,religious doom mongering has moved into a scientific or scientific looking paradigm.Bangladesh is prone to flood anyway without any help from kettles,and if one checked how many times it had flooded before as opposed to now,I doubt there'd be much difference,and even if there were,it's entirely possible that it's due to natural variation -LB]
this requires a step change in human consciousness.We've got to start to see the world and our impact on the world,our engagement with the world,in terms completely different from those that we've used before.
[Why they've worked well so far? Why do we need a massive change in outlook just because of your doom mongering? I think we've become hyper sensitive to perceived threats based on our ability to measure more accurately.The rain in the past,may have been more acidic,but who would have known and who would have cared? It's only because we're measuring everything that we're hyper anxious that every molecule has to be within limits.There may be real threats,but I do think that we're hyper anxious.It seems that just when something has been controlled a new anxiety is created for us to worry about.I wonder just how much "pollution" can be tolerated and how much is actually detrimental.People were using Lead and Asbestos for ages,before they were decommissioned as unsafe and health hazards,and how many people have been affected compared to say road deaths or floods? It's all risk assessment-LB (See Maths1:Reith992.htm}]

John Houghton :   And global pollution needs global solutions,of course,it means all countries have to get together and say "Well some of us might actually be better off,but mostly we're going to be worse off",and because we're now a global village and the world is one community in very many ways,then we have to find global solutions to it and we have to work our way through it.

[I don't see why this is an imperative.The existence of the internet has not stopped the French/British Beef farce or any other country from looking out for it's own interests.However "goody two shoes" it might be to act in unison,if we didn't do it before,what's the motivation now? Are suddenly 3rd world people more important because they have an Email address? Was it right to ignore them up until this point? I do not see "the global village" as a reason to act "for the good of all men".The world certainly is not one community,one only has to check the news to see this is so.Why is there an onus to act like a good Samaritan? No one worries about mental pollution of ideas coming from the East,so why should we bother if material pollution causes them a detriment.If mankind actually had some semblance of oneness it might make sense,but he still refers to black and white people as if they were different sorts,and acts selfishly.Why is it necessarily decent to help someone else out? What's wrong with being a complete self concerned self orientated ego-centric person in a dog eat dog world? It works. Only someone's value system can find that wanting,and the rebuttal can just be "Well my values aren't yours".However much I might think it personally,there is no onus to be responsible,unless not being so leads to self detriment,I think it does -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :    Well if we had all this pollution,as we did have,knocking about in the 18th and 19th century and you say the CO2 goes in the air,and hangs around for 100 years,we....shouldn't we have seen more bad effects in the 20th century than we've seen...? No? [Good question,Mel -LB]

John Houghton :   No,because the amount of Carbon Dioxide we burnt in....100 years ago was very small compared with what we're burning today.We're talking of .....in fact the amount of Carbon Dioxide in the atmosphere didn't really start to go up until about 1950,when we really started to burn worldwide that is,coals,oil and gas in a big way.We've also cut down forests [Replantation schemes are the order of the day -LB] and wood in forests decay and when wood decays you get Carbon Dioxide too.
[It stands to reason that prior to the modern concrete age that there were more trees in the past and more forest,those trees were like as not cut for wood cabins and more decay happened by default,there must have been more decaying trees in the past,purely because there were more trees in the past -LB]
So that's helped to add to the total burden of Carbon Dioxide in the atmosphere.So it's only a relatively recent thing,over the last 20 or 30 years.

George Monbieux :  Melvyn there's some key evidence from some ice cores taken in the Antarctic going back 420,000 years,and what those show is that Carbon Dioxide and Methane levels,Methane is another greenhouse gas,those are now higher than they've been at any time in that last 420,000 years.
[That seems a bit more like substantial evidence,however if it has increased by double from a very small proportion to twice as much,it's still a small amount.Saying "It's bigger than it's ever been" doesn't mean it's too high,but it does mean there's an increase -LB]

They also show that the onset of the warming which brought the ice ages that  we've had over the last 100,000 years,over the last half a million years,that the onset of the warming that brought those to an end,was also attended by raised levels of Carbon Dioxide and Methane.So what you're really seeing is that every way you approach this,whichever angle you come in from,the evidence stacks up,one set of evidence on top of the other sets of evidence,until it seems a compelling conclusive picture,man made pollution is leading to Global Warming.

John Houghton :  There's also another modern thing which is important to realise,is that we're actually much more vulnerable as a world to climate variation.Now climate variability has always been with us,there's always been storms,there've always been droughts,always been floods to some extent,and people have had to live with those,and of course 100 years ago, 200 years ago,500 years ago,people could move if they didn't like the climate,they could move somewhere else.In the middle ages the Vikings of course,moved from or the time a little later actually when it got colder...

Melvyn Bragg :   Around the middle ages.

John Houghton :   ....in Scandinavia ,that's right they moved over to...

Melvyn Bragg :   They moved for other reasons,they moved for loot,but nevermind!

John Houghton :  .....(laughs) but they also.....but they also moved because of the climate actually,and so they could move and there was no problem,and they could take over...go and live somewhere else,and until very recently people have been able to go and live other places if the climate's that bad.

Melvyn Bragg :   I don't think that's true,I mean in the ....when there was the sort of,great freeze in this country say 16th,17th...when it was very,very cold,most people in this country couldn't just put their knapsacks on and march somewhere else,they were stuck where they were.

John Houghton : They didn't need to because there was enough food around,they could grow...you know it wasn't that bad,you know,it wasn't a complete flood or a complete drought,we're talking of....we don't know in this country I think,what you know,the really devastating effects of enormous droughts and enormous floods in the way that Africa has experienced over the last 200 years.

George Monbieux :  And of course we're seeing people trying to move,which is why we've got this massive phenomenon now of environmental refugees.They're not finding it very easy,but they're doing their best, because in many cases they are desperate.There is simply no way they can keep farming land which has become unsuitable for farming principally because in many parts of the world it's now too dry.

Melvyn Bragg :  Now I want to ask two questions,one is to do with,as you work so close to it,both of you,you in your scientific capacity,you in your journalistic capacity,what sort of schedule you see for these unrolling catastrophes,and secondly what people in a position to do something about it,are doing about it? So first of all,here we are in the 21st century,you've talked about this century,well we're in it,right,you talked about in 50 years time,which is a snap of the fingers,these...some terrible things are going to happen.
[I think as many terrible things will occur as came about at the turn of the millennium on the strength of doom sayers predictions -LB]

So what are we going to see in the next few years on your....on your plan,given....if you're right,and if you're figures are right,what are we going to see?

John Houghton : We're going to see a gradual rise in sea level,we're going to see....

Melvyn Bragg :  Which we're going to see in 20 years time or 10 years time?

John Houghton :  We will gradually see it,20-30 years time,we will really see it,for real in a way that we don't see it at the moment,probably.We will see more disasters...

Melvyn Bragg : Will that...

John Houghton :  ...of the floods and droughts kind and so on,and gradually things will get more severe in terms of climate disasters,certainly as far as the developing world is concerned,we will gradually see that occurring. [Phooey! -LB]
What can we do about it?

Melvyn Bragg :  Yes.

John Houghton :  There's a great deal we can do about it actually [And if we take action and it doesn't occur,how will we know that it would have done if we hadn't taken action and that all this isn't just scare mongering? -LB],because we're terribly inefficient in our use of energy.We burn fossil fuels without really thinking about it,they're so cheap,we don't care about it,and we could become very much more efficient,we could reduce our use of these things,and we could become more efficient,and we could become...have economic gain in fact from many of the things that we could do.There is a lot of you know win-win situations to be found out there.

Melvyn Bragg :  Solar energy,wind energy?

[I once countered a letter to the Evening News that suggested wind farms were an eyesore with the idea that at least they did not despoil the environment with pollution and that if they had to be put somewhere,the obvious places are those out of the way hilly,windy sites that people escape to from the inner areas.
 This person like as not wanted fresh air and clean rivers,but wasn't wishing to take on clean sources of energy  as alternatives because of aesthetic despoiling.There's no pleasing some people.I bet he still wanted all his amenities though,where did he think future power was going to come from? -LB]
John Houghton : And then there are other forms of energy,like solar,like wind and so on,which we can.....

Melvyn Bragg :  Which we're not investing in,in this country? [How does John know that putting up thousands of windmills will not change the progress of the atmosphere in a catastrophic fashion,any less so than CO2? Giant turbine blades taking energy out of the wind or sea barrages taking energy out of waves,could have environmental impact too -LB]

John Houghton : ...which we're not investing in,in the way we should be investing in it.We invested 10 times as much in energy research 10-15 years ago than we do now,and yet we need far more new sources now.So we're not doing many of the right things.We're talking about it,but we're not doing it.

Melvyn Bragg :  Are other countries investing in energy research?

George Monbieux :   There's really very little going on,and this is a major tragedy.Part of the problem is this great institutional inertia that the....big business has made its investments,be those investments in oil rigs in car manufacturing plants,producing a certain kind of car engine,and it wants to stick to those investments and has fought very hard to ensure that significant change does not take place,and we've seen some very powerful well organised lobbies twisting governments arms behind their backs and saying "You will not make substantial changes will you?" and the governments have said "Fine we won't".

[The conspiratorial idea that petrochemical firms have blocked things like the eternal motion machine purely to stay in business was raised in the W.Matthau film "First Monday in October" (or September?).It is the retrogressive or anti-progressive conservatism of such conglomerates that stifles humanity not science.Problems would be solved much faster without their stick-in-the mud attitudes and lack of risk taking with new ventures.As with Harrison in Longitude and Frank Whittle,UK invention suffers from the ignorance of short-sighted corporate big-wigs not seeing the long term payoff.The US is a good deal more adventurous in this regard,investing as it did in Whittle's jet engine -LB]

We need to break that,we need to break through that barrier,and see far,far more ambitious targets for Carbon Dioxide reduction than we have at the moment.

Melvyn Bragg :   We now have climate conventions,and the most recent one was at Kyoto with a lot of publicity in 1997 [I suspect future historians will be laughing at our paranoia -LB],but the biggest...the engine of the world at the moment,the USA,will not ratify that,what does that say to both of you?

George Monbieux :  It says effectively that we're going to stick with the carbon inequality which we've built up over the last 50-100 years,whereby....

Melvyn Bragg :  What does that mean,for listeners who might not have encountered carbon inequality?

George Monbieux : That means that the rich countries using a great deal of fossil fuels are effectively causing enormous problems for the poor countries who are using very few fossil fuels,that we're not heading towards a situation whereby we say "Right,there's a certain amount of carbon we can use,a sustainable use of carbon worldwide,let's divide that up,so that eventually we head towards a situation whereby everyone in the world gets an equal allocation and is able to use an equal amount".Thanks to the intransigence of blocks like the US,and to a lesser extent some European countries,we're finding it very hard to move towards that contraction of world carbon use,and that convergence of the amount of carbon allocated per person,which is the only fair eventual solution.
[Really,and as I asked on the forum,why is fair,good? Why is there an assumption that everyone should get the same.On a personal level everyone seeks to get as much as possible.I'm not an advocate of greed,but why is there an inherent assumption that equal distribution of resources is fair.Rich countries have a greater requirement for resources,and unless there is some common notion of "man" as a unit,then there is no reason to take account of others who you maybe at war with tomorrow.I admit it's a narrow and shortsighted view,but it is another view,George's isn't the only one,and it's by no means the obvious or best one.It has his biases and values within it that it's somehow righteous for all people to be equal,we do not know that this is true.Their is an inequitable distribution of resources in the animal kingdom,what makes us so different? Throughout history those reaching the top of the pile have sought to keep others down,why now is there any particular reason to act differently? -LB]

John Houghton : But this isn't lying on beds of nails you see Melvyn.In fact it's...in fact the world would be a better place in other ways too [Who's "better" are we using.Rich countries presumably become poorer by becoming evened out,why should they? They worked to be rich,they may not be better but worse off -LB].If we cut our energy use,by becoming much more efficient [Which can only be done by blue skies research into high technology,which requires no pre moral judgement -LB],if we cut our other pollutants too,by burning less fossil fuels,we could have nicer homes,we could have more comfortable homes,we could have better transports,we could live in a much nicer world,and in fact,you know we could grow economically much better actually,if we...

Melvyn Bragg :  So I suppose...

John Houghton : ....and some industries are seeing this as an opportunity,rather than a threat,and that's very good actually.

[I don't doubt that it could be as John says,but "Act responsibly or Nature will chastise you" sounds too much like "Behave decently or God will chastise you" for comfort -LB]

George Monbieux :  And there are fantastic opportunities for job creation.I mean some estimates suggest that a 30% cut in Carbon Dioxide,thanks to a transfer to new technology,in Britain,could create half a million jobs.

Melvyn Bragg :  But as we come to the end of this first programme of new whatsit and whatsit an whatsit (laughter),I mean having started as a sceptic,I can end as candid,if the immediate future looks so rosy without all this,why aren't we getting on doing it?

John Houghton : Because there are lots of vested interests,we're very conservative,politicians are too timid,and if we really grasped it [Ie Revelled in our cultural heritage of technological development instead of apathetically whingeing about it and without Greenpeace luddites smashing crops- LB],and said "Let's do it,let's do it well,and let's have a better world",we could get on with it and make a real success of it.

Melvyn Bragg :  George,do you see anybody taking the lead in this? I mean any...any,with the greatest respect to you two,any sort of substantial political body taking the lead in this?

George Monbieux :  Well there have been some positive moves,and the British government has been reasonably good,it's been better than most governments.I think what we've got to see really,is a large citizen's movement,worldwide,it's beginning to happen,we've seen people become a lot more confident in their attempts to challenge government positions,we saw that at Seattle for example,in November,the WTO talks.We need to put on governments the same sort of pressure that the industrial lobbies have been putting on them,but driving them the other way,saying "We've got to sort out this problem,and sort it out now".

Melvyn Bragg :   Finally,can I ask again,to come back to my Devil's Advocate position at the top of the programme,about 30 years ago,a lot of scientists were tremendously worried about an imminent ice age where did that go?

John Houghton :  Oh a few scientists who didn't know too much were worried about an imminent ice age.

[That's a pathetic answer.The reality is that the measurements as with CO2 were subject to uncertainties that rendered the projections capable of terrible worse case scenarios,and as Frayling says,this provides a means to projecting apocalyptic visions of the future.I see no difference between the projected ice ages,and the calamities of Global Warming.At some point in the future,Mel will be asking another scientist "Global Warming why did it not come about?" and the scientists right well reply "The people who said that didn't know too much" -LB]

I mean there will be an ice age eventually,given a few thousand years.We'll probably head for another ice age [I see so it will warm up over the next 100 years with Carbon Dioxide ever lingering and then the greenhouse gases will just disappear and and ice age will occur,you don't inspire much confidence John -LB]

But that's way down stream.

Melvyn Bragg : (chortles) Down stream?! (John laughs) Alright,well thank you both very much.I hope listeners enjoyed that as much as I did,and next week In Our Time will be looking at the future once more as I discuss Information Technology and its long term effects.Thanks very much for that,and thanks for listening.Good morning.

